
 
 
 

GLAZE MEADOW GOLF COURSE 
HOLE BY HOLE DESCRIPTIONS 

 
Hole 1 Par4  Black 395 Blue 369 White 340 Red 310 Junior 284 

Playing downhill from the tee, the landing area is guarded by a left fairway bunker.  The approach shot 
should be played short of the hole, avoiding the steep slope that encompasses the back of the green. 
 
Hole 2 Par 5 Black 585 Blue 520 White 477 Red 430 Junior 397 

The fairway requires some care between the bunkers on both sides.  The green is elevated, with falloffs that 
can deflect approach shots away from the putting surface. 
 
Hole 3 Par 4 Black 328 Blue 307 White 283 Red 257 Junior 237 

With multiple options from the tee, the top priority is to avoid the lake along the right.  The green is 
positioned at the edge of the water, so accuracy is essential on approach shots. 
 
Hole 4 Par 4 Black 448 Blue 377 White 348 Red 316 Junior 289 

A directional bunker on the left marks the ideal line to the landing area.  The approach to the green is 
straightforward, but the steep collar on the right is intimidating, with its 20-foot drop-off to the side. 
 
Hole 5 Par 3 Black 167 Blue 155 White 144 Red 130 Junior 112 

Picturesque from the tee, with water flanking both sides of the green, the tee shot is best not to waver from a 
center target line.  The putting surface is relatively forgiving. 
 
Hole 6 Par 4 Black 451 Blue 421 White 389 Red 353 Junior 324 

A gentle dogleg left offers a generous landing area off the tee.  The approach must negotiate a fore-bunker on 
the left and the right greenside bunker.  The expansive green has subtle contours throughout. 
 
Hole 7 Par 5 Black 522 Blue 490 White 453 Red 412 Junior 377 

Starting out along the left directional bunker, the landing area is a flat hollow.  The route heads uphill from 
there, with the left fairway bunker guarding the best angle into the green. 
 
Hole 8 Par 3 Black 178 Blue 168 White 155 Red 140 Junior 125 

In classic “Redan” style, the angled putting surface falls away in the back corner of the green.  The deep left 
front bunker guards the prime target line and can punish errant shots that veer too far to the left. 
 
Hole 9 Par 4 Black 387 Blue 349 White 322 Red 292 Junior 268 

Uphill from tee to green, this dogleg right makes a sharp turn at near the tee shot landing area.  The green is 
partially hidden green from the fairway, with a deep bunker guarding the right entrance. 
 
Front Par 36 Black 3461 Blue 3156 White 2911 Red 2640 Junior 2411 

 
  



 
Hole 10 Par 5 Black 551 Blue 510 White 470 Red 427 Junior 395 

The fairway veers right from the tee shot, with the prime landing area near the left side fairway bunker.  A 
challenging fore-bunker impacts the next line, as does a deep bunker on the left of the elevated green. 
 
Hole 11 Par 3 Black 205 Blue 187 White 170 Red 135 Junior 129 

A distinctively elevated green provides a deep, long target.  Two bunkers are strategically placed near the left 
front, creating the element of a forced carry to reach the putting surface. 
 
Hole 12 Par 5 Black 606 Blue 560 White 515 Red 465 Junior 430 

One of the longest holes in the Pacific Northwest, the left fairway bunker guards the prime landing area off 
the tee.  A devilish fairway bunker sits further along the way, to a green that falls away in the back. 
 
Hole 13 Par 4 Black 475 Blue 435 White 405 Red 370 Junior 350 

The tee shot must navigate fairway bunkers on the left and right.  The approach is slightly downhill, 
complicated by a green that is elevated and features a sharp falloff down the right side. 
 
Hole 14 Par 3 Black 170 Blue 155 White 145 Red 130 Junior 120 

Short but daunting, the long narrow green is surrounded by four menacing bunkers that will swallow 
anything the least bit errant off the tee.  The left center of the green is approachable. 
 
Hole 15 Par 5 Black 542 Blue 510 White 475 Red 430 Junior 390 

This dogleg right includes a significant slope to the left at the landing area, toward a directional bunker.  A 
right bunker guards the plateau at the layup area.  A bunker fronts the green, which slopes right to left. 
 
Hole 16 

16167 

Par 4 Black 441 Blue 410 White 380 Red 345 Junior 325 

This dogleg left weaves through a dense pine forest.  The landing area is guarded by a distant directional 
bunker on the right.  The approach must be precise, to a green sloping steeply away on all sides. 
 
Hole 17 Par 3 Black 182 Blue 170 White 155 Red 145 Junior 131 

Playing downhill, the tee shot appears shorter than it is in reality, since it must carry onto the putting surface 
in order to avoid the two imposing bunkers on each side of the green’s entrance. 
 
Hole 18 Par 4 Black 446 Blue 405 White 375 Red 343 Junior 325 

The tee shot must be struck carefully between complimentary bunkers on the both sides of the landing area.  
The approach is downhill to a green, which is slightly perched with bordering bunkers. 
 
Back Par 36 Black 3618 Blue 3342 White 3090 Red 2790 Junior 2595 

 
Overall 

Front 

Par 72 Black 7079 Blue 6498 White 6001 Red 5430 Junior 5014 

 
Course Statistics:  

Tees  Yardage Slope  Rating 

 Black  7007  133  72.7 
Blue  6506  128  70.5  
White  5931  120  68.3   
Red  5367  113  65.5    
Gold  4909  109  63.4  
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